
 

 

 
January 2015 Full Moon Ormus  

 

Dark Salt: This Ormus Creates a recognizable recognition with Inn that it is sometimes the 

most familiar things which need discarding. Focusing on those things which stand out like a 

sore thumb, is a good place to start and then those that we simply never found the right 

place for whether we are de-cluttering is internal or external. This Ormus facilitate Balance 

between family and career. There is great support for a Profound change, especially if 

you’re prepared to detox the past, and/or face an old fear(s).  

 
White Salt: This month’s Ormus creates a looking around with fresh eyes at those aspects 

of our lives we know best – be they physical possessions, thoughts, feelings or attachments! 

For those that are ready, there is an awakening to the on-going-ly establishment Inn 

Awareness to that which has outlived their usefulness! Emptying out that space from what 

is outlived creates ‘ROOM’ to Receive. Where Thought Goes Energy Flows: It is the 

Thoughts that Form the Beliefs and it is the Beliefs that Generate Feelings. Words are the 

programs that cause Feelings. Every time there is an uncomfortable Thought or Feeling 

there is a conflict with Inn; Examine Examine Examine! 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

February 2015 Full Moon Ormus Collected 

 
 

White Salt Feb FMOC 2015: This full moon in February 2015 is a time to review, 

reevaluate, release, realign. There is a great opportunity to turn within and see what’s in 

there, what can be used, what is stagnant, what is working. During this time period the One 

that takes this Ormus is inviting Inn new awareness. Worn-out thoughts and beliefs can be 

observed and the loyal parts can be invited to participate Inn a more refined way while 

meeting the needs of the old beliefs.  Meditation, Prayer and other practices that quiets the 

mind, allows Intuition to OPEN thus supporting us Inn this Integrative Re-Engineering! 

The One that takes this Ormus is Blessed to have highlighted those areas of Life that are 

perceived to Be ‘Knot’ working, areas of the Life where the expenditure of personal energy 

produces Nothing except Suffering, Pain and the Loss of Vitality. This One that works with 

this Ormus Is able to See that the Pain and Suffering is of their own Construction yet is like 

smoke! This Ormus Opens One to Being Playfully Curious which is Revealing.  

So, Inn the Area of Life where Playing the Game is Required, Helpful, Expected this Ormus 

Reveals a Pathway that Is Enjoyable, Fun, and Beneficial advancing the Individual Purpose 

of Life. 

 

 

 

March 2015 Full Moon Ormus Collected 

 Magic & Madness Settle Inn 

 
 

Black Salt: March brings inner growth, connection to others and the ability to determine 



the inner resources that are needed for this new direction where common sense and 

creativity can inspire you to do something great and grand.  This Full Moon opens for us 

the opportunity to find a balance between the routine of our work day, our physical health,  

the need for order for some and for others the vision that guides our spiritual health when 

faced with disorder, and  the Infinite’s joke that all is always in Divine Right Order! 

The dynamics of a new spiritual mission, a revision and affirmation with your spiritual 

purpose now opens up to reveal many new opportunities. The month begins to bring in the 

information that has been percolating throughout for some time.  This Full Moon Energy 

supports the expanding of concepts of bold creativity, brings in the information that will 

begin to connect, blend and motivate likeminded souls to integrate new ideas.  The aspects 

of March continue to reveal the new options that move people, situations and ideas into new 

directions.  March 5 is a powerful time for letting go of habits, thoughts, people, situations, 

subconscious, beliefs, realities that have finished serving you anymore, allowing space for 

the NEW to come in to your life. Compassion & Forgiveness are calling us to participate. 

This Full Moon is a good time to determine just what you value and want to stand for, what 

you are to create in your life, what you stand for and what you want to carry that forth into 

the next cycle of your evolution. During this Full Moon the Energies are arranged so as to 

push the limits of Ones Commitments. While there can be a perception of being stretched 

and torn, actually it is only Ones resistance to Spirit that causes that perception! Those that 

can Surrender, without reservation, FIND this month’s Energies Sweet, Expansive, Loving 

and True! 

 

 

TOTAL SOLAR ECLYPSE ORMUS COLLECTED 

MARCH 19, 2015 AT   8:00PM 

 
There are many intuitive pushes and prods that are beginning to be gently felt culminating 

Inn the Energy of this Total Solar Eclipse. These pushes and prods sweetly influence the 

pathways that signal the Value that Is put on convention! The totality of all that is was and 

will be is evident as those moral conventions are assimilated, evaluated and re-deployed to 

meet current state. As you turn inn-ward the ghosts of the past present, are ineffectual. 

Clearly this Ormus supports a Re-Birth to reveal people that are also drawn to new 

ideas.  Experiencing Spiritual connections Unfolds. The depth of Ripeness is revealed. This 

Ormus Enhance ACCESS to Intuitive Knowingness Expanding and it This Wake of 

Expansion Free Floating Guilt Quiets Down only to Reveal Deep Planetary Sorrow!  

Spiritual Harmony Rises Up releasing un-reasonable stand-off-ishness which blossoms into 

a Child Like Adventure. This Ormus supports Integration of Mind Body & Spirit found in 

daily Spiritual Practice. Internal Connections & external connections become  visible 

http://www.timeanddate.com/eclipse/total-solar-eclipse.html


as sweet & fiery energies cause a shift resulting Inn a Transformational Alignment with 

Higher Presence & Purpose.  These Connections are Aligned with the Spiritual Blueprint 

that shift and change the Lives of many; inner & outer pathways!   

 

April 4, 2015 Blood Moon Ormus  Collected 
Is the ‘Cream of Discovery’!  

You can, may, must Notice that Every Set of Circumstances – (both Inner & or Outer) 

Opens the Opportunity to Discover Multiple Meaning Ready to Be Revealed!  

Look at the Mysteries Inn the Layers! 

 
The awareness of all distortions that reflect separateness are being made apparent which Is 

a Completion. This Ormus Supports the processes that allow a strengthening of our 

dimensional participation Inn Love! Knowing what is already Known engenders a pre-

cognition of the Transformation Coming! All outdated patterns that reinforce illusions of 

separateness and pain are rinsed out as a result greater capacities to Love! Ones that takes 

this Ormus energetically embarks on a re-engineering! Memory Banks are Transforms 

through Love, Love, Love. Thoughts, ideas and emotional attachments that are fear-based 

expressions are revealed to those that take this Ormus. What has finished Is Now Lovingly 

Supported to Move Inn to a New Higher Balances.  

 

It can seem overwhelming. It can feel as if experiences spiral out of control, even feelings of 

disruption. It may also feel as if you are just constantly rushed off your feet trying to keep 

up with all the demands of these changes. This process is forcing the issue of seeking to find 

genuine Harmony, Love and Balance; coming Inn to Alignment. This Ormus facilitates a 

balance that is embodied Inn our lives resulting Inn a greater feeling of Experienced 

Serenity. Pay Attention to the Things that seem volatile and chaotic and Be prepared to 

allow the Child Dreamer to Show Up with an Innocent Grin. When this is being 

experienced is it important to ground Inn Mother Earth. It is important to take a step back, 

to breathe and regain a Balanced Perspective; thus another Transformation When things 

seem to be spinning, fast, go with the flow; allowing.  

 

Fire is a Reflection of the Rebelling Energy that at this Time is a Helpful Cleansing Rebirth. 

At this time spending time Inn Nature prepares you to begin to Celebrate ‘What Is’. When 

you are Inn the chaos, Begin to Celebrate and Inn that Celebration connect to the space of 

tranquility and peace with Inn. This transition is the gateway to Our future of Living Inn 

LOVE which Is Unity. The vibration of Love that will be supported as we move further into 

the Dimensions. Inn all situations during this transition, anything that reflects or causes us 

pain or suffering demands more LOVE.  … Give more Love to Yourself which shine to all 



others! Give more love to everyone! Embrace, accept and heal yourself and those around 

you Inn Love! Embrace rather than reject, suppress or ignore aspects of yourself and/or 

apparent others. This Energy of this Ormus Drives aspects of the shadows to the Surface of 

Your Awareness Inn order to Be healed. The One that takes this Ormus has decided to Face 

Shadow aspects of self that are ready to Be Observed!  Inn a Loving & Curious Way this 

One’s Exploration leads to Acceptance! Inn Acceptance Love Emerges for Love Is the Only 

Truth. 

 

 JUNE 2, 2015   FULL MOON  ORMUS COLLECTED 

 

For those that have experience turning inward this Ormus Amplifies the process of  

reviewing and rethinking perceptions Inn the Light of Neutrality that this June Full Moon 

Ormus Brings.  This Ormus facilitates gaining New Insights about Old Perceptions yet it is 

Prudent to sit with what you get for some time before acting. What is being indicated is that 

this Time’s Energy which is Inn this June 2015 Ormus Allows for a re-calibrating of the 

Mind coupled with a Releasing of Old Patterns of thinking & acting, which in NLP we call a 

re-frame!  This Ormus offers the Inquisitive One the opportunity to see how your inner 

environment creates and projects meaning onto the outer environment and then call that 

“reality”, Really? A chance to recognize the role you have played and not played in 

constructing your ‘Reality’. 

It's an opportune time to Re-flect, Re-think, Re-vise. This Full Moon Cycle Ormus 

produces and Increase Inn Spiritual insights which can be really helpful! Notice as you are 

being more alert to what you communicate! Notice from where you are watching and from 

where in ourselves communication comes from, for what purpose it comes and what the 

communication is feeding; this review can, may, must bring greater clarity; a review can 

distill a wider picture with a more meaningful understanding of the past. This June Ormus 

supports One to look deep into the nature of a thing which results Inn understanding 

everything better. Look into the Nature of your Perceptions, Words, Responses, Silence etc. 

and you will Open the Doorway to Your Inner Heart and Deeper Love. 

 

June 21, 2015 Summer Solstice Ormus COLLECTED  

 

http://www.almanac.com/slideshow/summer-fun-slide-show


The summer Solstice is a time for us to Enjoy the Unfolding & Blossoming Inn our lives, Inn 

Consciousness as this Unfolding is Expressed Inn an Individual Body. This Time is a Great 

Opportunity to Start Greeting this Day and each day thereafter with Gratitude for ALL the 

Blessings, Grace and Love that are flowering Inn such Abundance! This Time of Supreme 

Appreciation can cause some to Sit Back and Bask while others are Sooo Moved to Get 

Right Inn to Action. Either way Inn Silence Is Found Guidance, Direction & Support. So 

Much Goodness can cause constipation Inn those that Notice because Participating 

‘Beyond’ the Illusions of a Hypnotic Life can Leave a Sense of Being an Outsider. Yet, this 

Ormus will Turn the Most Comfortable Ones around in their comfort stuckness to notice 

what is  Being Suppressed. Inn that Noticing this Ormus Awakens Brand Knew Ways of 

Showing Up, Functionality, Work and Love! 

This Time of the Summer Solstice calls for One to Recognize their Joy & Brightness and to 

Celebrate, and Play. During this Time celebrate the fertility of the earth and the beauty of 

Gaia Inn Full Growth. This is a Time to celebrate LOVE in its many forms blossoming Inn 

our lives. This is an Opportune Time to balance Fire and Water, to enjoy the Sun and Soak 

Inn it's Warmth all the way Inn to the Depth of Our Heart of Hearts where God's power 

can release the sadness, fears and pains from the life. This is a time for purification and 

renewed energy.  

Summer Solstice 2015 is a Time for renewal, which can, may, must, needs to be a renewed 

commitment to God and Ourselves! This Time is for a Celebration of Solar Energy and the 

Beneficial Role it Plays across many aspects of our Lives, Families, Communities and 

Societies! 

 

July 1, 2015 Full Moon ORMUS COLLECTED- Active Energy 

 

 This July 1 Ormus Contains the Blessings of this Full Moon which Is a Blessing Dispensing 

Time. This is a time of awareness, this is a time to see what Is Hidden, this is a time to look at 

what has been Growing with Inn and a Time to Take Delivery on Caught Teachings. This 

Blessing Moon can be Seen Inn the Light of Family, Loved Ones, and Gifts! Gifts to share 

with those that have been Loved as Family and Friends Inn All Times. 



Be Grateful for all who contributed resulting in your feeling of Being Blessed. Give thanks 

for all that have Blessed and Nourished you!  Being grateful for ALL that contributed that 

resulted Inn your accepting of who and what you are awakens Inn and From this Ormus! 

The waters of Mother Earth give rise to Life. There is a fertility and strength which births 

and feeds Life. This is a Time for the women of the West to take the lead now. Men it is 

important for women to be supported as they consciously connect with the ancient powers 

of life. The reason Is the Cycle of Time coming Inn to an Exquisite Balance that Births the 

Next Golden Age!  

Now is the Time for a Knew Paradigm Inn the World and Life. This Is a time for a 

Feminine vision of Life to take precedence so that there is a 'birth' of a New Paradigm. This 

is the Time for the Divine Feminine to Become Very Active once again. Men that can learn 

to carry the ‘bags’ of our women will stand Inn Equality! 

 

 

August 29, 2015   ORMUS COLLECTED on Super Moon 

 
The Super Moon has a very strong and has a mystical side of a great strengthening 

influence in the Balancing Inn the ACT You Unconsciously Carry On. This Super Moon 

Ormus carries a true Force of Spirituality that can, will, must surround; for those Brave 

Enough to Set that Intention to ‘Take’ a Peek! 

There is going to be a heightened sense of healing, intuition, psychic ability, creativity and 

inspiration all around for the ‘catching’. Random Acts of Kindness will Strongly Emerge 

from the Depths of Your Heart!  Transformational Awakenings and Shifts of Consciousness 

follow the Opening of Your Heart! This heart Opening for some could be a Point where the 

Unbelievable becomes Believable. 

Relationship matters of all sorts will also be quite prominent, as this is where we find our 

greatest Teaching. This Super Moon Ormus, for those that are Ready and Can Say ‘YES’ 

without Questioning, can, will, must change your perception of finger pointing, Inn a 

relationship.  

Inn the midst of the practical side of life Inn taking the Next Directed Step Comes More and 

More Clear as this Super Moon Ormus is applied/ingested resulting Inn a singing which 

results Inn “unleashing your spirit so It Can Fly into the Mystic while Being Grounded Inn 

the Practical”. A turning point has come this super-moon is the catalyst Inn too the brand 

new Chapter Inn the Lives. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

December 25. 2015   Full Moon Ormus Collected:  

Gateway Ormus 

 

This Ormus calls to take/receive the Initiation firmly Inn the vision of the life we are 

continuing to cement in the here and now. This Full Moons Ormus continues to support the 

crafting and refining the blueprints for living, and smoothly & powerfully begins to 

integrate the lessons from the past year 2015 Inn order to be accountable for our own 

personal evolution. 

 

December 25, 2015 Full Moon Ormus Energizes structure and the process that are bound to 

come Together. This Ormus gives the One taking this Ormus ‘Vision’ so that when personal 

will is exercised this One can guard against “ego-hardening.”  Staying Ordinary is Smart so 

to stay Inn the realization that what has been undertaken and accomplished up until now is 

ONLY a phase of the frontier of life. Thus we must be open to any new vistas and rhythms, 

energies, opportunities that life may, must, can will bring. The One that takes this Ormus 

Opens an impulse to dig deeper into the process and the energies of this moon promoting 

success inn many known and unknown venues. One of the vital steps in our process of 

initiation is to purify our thoughts and to develop our hunger and will towards the positive 

inn life. Our spirit is pulled inward as we reassess our motivations and the right use of our 

time and power. This Ormus can Rejuvenate and awaken the mind & body to the Essence 

Inn Life. This Ormus hones incredible mental focus to aid in awakening & coordinating 

assets towards life quest. This Full Moon Ormus Energy gives Insight to the struggle 

between our emotional and rational nature. . This Full Moon Ormus Energy pulls 

emotional poisons to the surface so they can be acknowledged, understood, and transmuted.  

This Full Moon Ormus Gives a Kick in the ‘But’ to take a more conscious role Inn the 

process of self-development. This Ormus teaches you to decipher the inner messages you 

give voice to and to Trace their origins - to ensure that you are voicing messages that 

present where you are today (rather than where you were and where you have been.)  This 



Full Moon Ormus in-particular supports deeper interpersonal and relationship exploration 

to those that decide to stop discharging their personal frustrations inn to a relationship. 

This Full Moon Ormus Gives You the Support and Psychic Energy to re-evaluate behaviors 

and conditioning. It Provides Support for opportunities for greater intimacy and fuel for 

creative endeavors. This Ormus provides a gentle pressure to you to engage inn self-

discipline while claiming and honoring your skills!  

  

 

 


